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Questions Delivery Partner Answer
Can the % of peak demand in the ALFCO calculation be greater than 100%? EMRS No, this is captured in the LFCO calculation which is capped at 1 (100%).

Will there be a machine-readable format of each CMN for automated 
systems?

ESO We expect that this development would be hard to justify from a cost benefit standpoint 
given the rarity of CMN's being issued.

In theory could you could have multiple CMNs in a day. If original CMN is 
removed under 8.4.6 (e) then later in the day there is another forecast 
inadequate margin

ESO Yes we could have multiple CMN's in one day.

Can you confirm that if there is demand reduction not issued by the ESO 
under Grid Code OC6 (e.g. by BEIS under their powers) then that would not 
be a SSE

ESO Our current view is no, Rota Disconnections (if considered as non National Grid ESO 
Instigated Demand Control) would not on their own result in an SSE if OC2 Demand Control 
was bypassed, but "normally" this would not be the case and OC6 would happen first. 
Further information on potential scenarios relating to System Stress Events will be released in 
the future.

Does the post-event identification of Stress Event follow a set of rules (i.e. 
can we reproduce it)? If so, are rules published anywhere?

ESO A System Stress Event is where a System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event which 
has a duration of at least 15 continuous minutes. As per the CM rules 8.4.4 (b), it is the 
System Operators sole discretion in a establishing whether a System Stress Event has 
occurred.

Is the Capacity Obligation reduced by a factor of actual demand/peak 
demand to derive ALFCO?

EMRS  No, the calculation method depends on what type of CMU is used. Further information on 
the ALFCO calculation specific to each CMU type can be found in the LCCC guidance 
document. 

Is it not impossible to “follow your ALFCO” in real time during a SSE. ALFCO 
and the existence of a SSE both only confirmed post event

EMRS Yes, Capacity Providers will not be able to ‘follow the ALFCO’ in real time during a stress 
event. This is because ALFCO cannot be known exactly until after the Capacity Market Stress 
Event has occurred as it is a function of the overall obligation (committed energy) and the 
amount of volume a CMU provides for balancing services. It is advised that Capacity 
providers deliver their Capacity Obligation during a System Stress Event and their ALFCO will 
be calculated thereafter.

What is the definition of a stress event ESO A System Stress Event is where a System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event which 
has a duration of at least 15 continuous minutes.
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As an energy-limited asset, can we break our DC/DM/DR obligation in an EFA 
block previous to the CM period or would we get penalized?

ESO Penalties only apply to the System Stress Event Settlement Periods.

As a BMU, are we allowed to break our FPN to dispatch during a CM event? ESO In a live stress event, all generation would be likely to be close to maximum, so FPN 
should be close to this level too, so should be no need to significantly break PN.

If ESO schedule GSP cut-off 24 hrs in advance(as per winter outlook) will it 
trigger a CMN or will the disconnected demand be removed from  the 
calculation?

ESO Demand Flexibility Service (DFS) will not be included in the demand forecast. Whether or 
not a CMN is issued will depend on the margin at 4 hours ahead stage.

Can a System Stress Event go over more than two consecutive settlement 
periods?  What is the longest a System Stress Event can last for?

ESO Yes it can. A System Stress Event can last as long as necessary until the System Operator 
restores Demand and/or Reconnects in accordance with OC6.5 and OC6.6 respectively.

Are you planning to introduce regular mock stress events ESC Mock Stress Event V2.0 will be focussed on data assurance and will be conducted ad-hoc 
to prepare Capacity Providers by notifying them if they are in breach of any data/scheme 
requirements. 

If we give notice of an outage before a stress event, will we still be subject to 
any penalty?

ESO If you have an outage and do not meet your CM Obligation during a System Stress Event 
you will be subject to Penalties. It is advised to Secondary Trade your Obligation away for 
the duration of the outage. This will mean the CM Obligation will fall to the Transferee. 

Given we have not had a SSE will you guide participants through the data 
flows and formats required if there is an event?

ESO/EMRS Yes, we will communicate the next steps and guide participants through the data 
provisions as necessary.

How/where will CMN's be delivered/raised? (e.g. via update to website, 
email, api, etc.)

ESO You can subscribe to CMN updates via the website https://gbcmn.nationalgrideso.com/
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Will you cover how ALFCO is calculated? ESO This can be found in Section 4 of the guidance. 
https://www.lowcarboncontracts.uk/publications/capacity-market-stress-event-guide-
v3-published

What is the minimum time limit prior to an event you would cancel a CMN? ESO CMNs may be cancelled in real-time as positions are realised by the System Operator.

What happens if you are constraint by a DNO event? ESO Unless the Capacity Obligated CMU is affected by a Relevant Interruption as per CM 
Rules they are obliged to deliver their Capacity Obligation in a System Stress Event. (CM 
Rule 8.5.1(c)).

Can we cover how gas interruptions will be allowed for within the ALFCO 
calculation please?

EMRS We will provide further guidance once the consultation to Modification P448 has 
completed. Currently there are no exceptions with the CM Rules to account for this, so 
inline with your Capacity Obligations the Provider will be subject to penalties for non-
delivery within a System Stress Event.

What happens if a CMU in a DNO network is delivering their share in an 
event and due to  a necessary load shedding by EMR is then ultimately 
disconnected?

ESO Unless the Capacity Obligated CMU is affected by a Relevant Interruption as per CM 
Rules they are obliged to deliver their Capacity Obligation in a System Stress Event. (CM 
Rule 8.5.1(c)).

When is an event confirmed as a SSE? ESO This will be confirmed by the System Operator, post System Stress Event, where they 
will aim to publish the information within 5WD.

How will interconnectors respond to a stress event as they are just a cable 
and do not generate power or determine the flow direction

ESO In line with their Capacity Obligations we would expect Interconnector CMUs to meet 
their Obligations in a System Stress Event. The only exception is where the System 
Operator has the effect of reducing Net Output to that lower than the Scheduled 
Transfer (CM Rule 8.5.1(ba)).
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How will non-delivery through gas supply disconnections be handled? ESO Currently there are no exceptions with the CM Rules to account for this, and so inline with 

your Capacity Obligations the Provider will be subject to penalties for non-delivery within 
a System Stress Event.

Do NGESO's tweets about the CM published after the CM warning take 
precedence over the CM warning itself? (please don't use Twitter as 
information source)

ESO Neither takes precedence - they should both be considered in context.  The CMN is a 
notification rather than a warning that the margin forecast surplus has dropped below 
+500MW.  A tweet may be to reassure people that there is still sufficient reserve and we 
are not expecting to issue an EMN imminently.

Distributed generator can be prevented from responding stress event by a 
local DNO constraining the asset to import or export due to local DNO 
transformer issue

ESO If the constraint payment does not adequately compensate this generator for any 
penalties in this rare situation, then a modification could be submitted for consideration 
(e.g. like P448) if an exceptions doesn’t apply with the CM Rules to account for this.

If the penalty you would incur from non delivery is less than unwinding an 
already traded position to be able to deliver - are there further penalties? 

EMRS The Penalty regime is outlined in Section 8 of the System Stress Event Guidance pack 
found  (https://www.lowcarboncontracts.uk/publications/capacity-market-stress-event-
guide-v3-published).

Can you confirm that the issues that caused incorrect triggering of CMN 
previously has been sorted? Thanks.  

ESO Confirmed that this has been addressed.

Why would a CMN be issued after an SSE? Just to remind a CMU that they 
should have been available with their ALFCO and may be facing penalties if 
they weren't?

ESO Multiple CMNs may correspond to multiple System Stress Events within day dependent 
on margins of upcoming Settlement Periods. Typically however a CMN would not be 
issued retrospectively after a System Stress Event.

Can you add the link for the BMRS section where the EMN is published? Is 
there a way to be notified when it happens?

ESO Please find link here. 
https://www.bmreports.com/bmrs/?q=transmission/systemwarning

Why do you don't publish CMNs earlier if you think you won't have enough 
margin? Having more time will help us prepare better.

ESO CMNs are issued in line with the CM Rules established. They are automatically issued at 4 
hours ahead of real-time if the calculated Margin is less than +500MW. There is no 
manual discretion regarding their publication timescales or thresholds.
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If a stress event were to occur, following the event where would NG ESO or 
the DB publish the fact that the event was in fact a stress event for CM 
purposes?

ESO Yes this would be published on the https://gbcmn.nationalgrideso.com/ and EMR DB 
website.

Will communication of a stress event having occurred (post event) be 
communicated through the CMN website, or by another means?

ESO It will be published via the CMN website and communications issued on EMR DB portal.

Therefore each CMN can only be created daily, isn’t it? ESO This is dependent to which Settlement Period it refers to (e.g. A CMN can be raised on 
27th October at 11pm but relates to a Settlement period on the 28th October at 3am). 

Why would we get a system management flag attached to a grid action? It 
would be useful to get a worked example as despatch decisions for storage 
could depend

ESO The reasons for these flags are fully described in our System Management Action 
Flagging (SMAF) Methodology Statement on this page of our website:  
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/industry-information/codes/balancing-settlement-
code-bsc/c16-statements-and-consultations

When would the clock on the volume reallocation starts if SSE happens end 
of the month (m+0) but is announced early following month (m+1)? m+2?

EMRS Volume Reallocation for participants is set to occur between 11 working days and 19 
working days the month after the System Stress Event is deemed to have occurred. You 
may register for Volume Reallocation if you are an Acceptable Transferee via the EMR 
DB portal now (you do not need to register if you already have an Agreement).

If a CMN remains in place for 4 hours or longer but there is no SSE will you 
confirm it to the market?

ESO The System Operator will aim to publish the information within 5WD if a System Stress 
Event has occurred. 

Aside from data validation can we go through a full mock SSE where some 
CMUs will under/over deliver and we can test the whole process please?

ESC Currently we are focussing on Mock Stress Event V2.0 which is centred around data 
assurance and will be conducted ad-hoc to prepare Capacity Providers by notifying 
them if they are in breach of any data/scheme requirements. 
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Have you explained how ALFCO is derived? It came up as a question earlier. EMRS This can be found in Section 4 of the guidance. 
(https://www.lowcarboncontracts.uk/publications/capacity-market-stress-event-guide-
v3-published)

Can a CMU that has not participated to a relevant auction participate in 
volume reallocation? What are the steps for it to register as CMVR?

ESO/EMRS Yes they may, so long as they are an Acceptable Transferee. Guidance can be found 
here to register. 
https://www.emrdeliverybody.com/Capacity%20Markets%20Document%20Library/Vo
lume%20Reallocation%20guidance%20v1.0.pdf

Building on the questions for ALFCO; could worked examples be provided EMRS This can be found in Section 4 of the guidance, where worked examples may be found. 
(https://www.lowcarboncontracts.uk/publications/capacity-market-stress-event-guide-
v3-published)

Does holding a Relevant Balancing Service completely exclude a generator 
from having to respond to a stress event?

ESO If the generator has participated in Relevant Balancing Services (RBS) they are still 
obligated to deliver their Capacity Obligation, however any position taken within the 
RBS will be taken into account in calculation of ALFCO. 

Re interconnector response in a stress event - are connecting SO actions 
reducing flow into GB also included as an exemption, in the way that 
NGESO actions are?

ESO This isn’t currently listed as an exemption within the CM Rules.
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EMR Delivery Body 

E: emr@nationalgrideso.com

T: 01926 655300

Opening hours: 

9:00 – 17:00 Monday – Thursday, 

9:00 – 16:00 Friday

Electricity Settlements Company

E: info@electricitysettlementscompany.uk

EMR Settlement

E: contact@emrsettlement.co.uk

We hope you find this Q&A useful, please contact us if you have 
any further questions:

mailto:emr@nationalgrideso.com
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